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No amount of training has prepared Jaevid Broadfeather for the frontlines of battle. Now facing the

true horrors of war, with Luntharda looming on the horizon, Jaevid has begun to question everything

he thought about his heritage. The only thing keeping him going is his oath to protect his

dragonrider brothers. But in an instant, even that slips through Jaevid's fingers as he steps from the

safety of his dragon's saddle into the depths of his mother's wild homelandâ€”the kingdom of the

gray elves. Stranded in Luntharda with his partner Lieutenant Jace Rordin, Jaevid must finally

confront the demons of his own past as he uncovers the truth about a war that began before he was

ever born. Armed with a new appreciation for destiny, and flanked by his trusted friends, Jaevid

moves to make the final strike against an enemy that has been hiding in plain sight for far too long.

One kingdom's traitor will become the world's last hope.
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Very rarely do I leave a 5 star review, and although I've enjoyed the previous 2 books, greatly

so...this, the 3rd installment, left me on the verge of an adult tantrum craving more.Mrs. Conway is

as polished a story teller as she is an imaginative artist.Boat loads of action, awesome flow, dragons

and magic as well as finally delivering a pace that will leave you breathless.ALOT of answers for our

hero, and ALOT of talent is finally brought to the surface.Can't wait for the next 1...I tip my hat to you

Mrs. Conway...you rock!!!

I've been enjoying this series from Nicole Conway. This one took me a little while to get through

because I kept getting interrupted, but today I took the time to get through the last third. I must say

that I didn't like it as much as the previous books even though it had some truly good parts. Why?

What was my complaint? The ending. I truly thought this was going to be a trilogy, and I didn't like

the totally unexpected cliffhanger ending at 87%. When I went past the last page,  automatically

dumped me to the "review before you go page" or whatever they call it. It was only by going back

and then advancing the pages again that I discovered a hidden chapter with a character backstory.

No spoilers on what that was, you'll have to find it for yourself. I'm not sure how everything ties

together, but I'm guessing we will find out when book four comes out! I only hope it isn't as long in

coming as book three was...

Excellent, but one star off because I feel it could have been finished in another 120 pages or so but

it will be stretched into another whole book and probably be 2 years or so to wait. Not fair to

readers. The former elf capital description was worthy of Tolkien, most of book worthy ofEdgar Rice

Burroughs Future classic.

The Dragonrider Chronicles has become one of my favorite series! This series is on par with Eragon

and Dragonriders of Pern! If you are into fantasy, dragon, magic and elves this is the series for you!

I highly recommend it! Nicole Conway is a great writer!

Maybe this was the right time tho read this. I don't know, but it was Ã°ÂŸÂ‘Â•. The characters were

well defined, the plot almost perfect, only one piece was not abundantly clear. Towards the end it

still needs development but otherwise a smashing novel. Now I will purchase the next I'm line

A few grammatical errors, but other than that... almost as good as the tapestry series. I also had a

theory about this book ( if you haven't read the book yet, don't read the rest of this review ) perhaps



the dinosaur age was caused by the stone being removed and never being returned.... it eventually

affected humans and gray elves, drove them insane, and caused the extinction of the gray elves.

Eventually the stone is returned by an animal and the humans start to be sentient again. They only

have a few misguided memories of the gray elves and that leads to the stories of elves. But that's

just a theory. A book theory. Now go forth with that knowledge and try to tell me who sans from

undertale is.

I love this book. I waited for a day off to start this book. I am glad I did. I couldn't put it down. I love

how it ended. This book has a mixer of old characters and new ones. It drags just a little but not

enough for me to take a star. I go e this book 4.5 stars. I am highly anticipating the next one.

This is a book about overcoming challenges, discovering who you are. It's a great fantasy adventure

with suspense and romance, and lots of unexpected turns. I read the three books in a weekend. In

this last book, similarities between the main character and Jesus...both could heal, both could save

the world through great personal sacrifice, abound. I just didn't like the non ending in the third book.

It left the biggest challenge unresolved, I suppose to make way for the fourth book. It just isn't in

keeping with the rest of the series and to me is a disappointing way to end a story. Still, I give it as a

series a five.
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